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CLARKE BOWERS
With 350 removable stickers and 64 clever gameboards, this sticker workbook provides hours of learning fun! **2019 National Parenting Product Awards Winner** (NAPPAawards.com) Playing with
stickers books is a marvelous way for preschool children to hone
ﬁne motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and spatial relations
while they play. With this sticker activity book for children ages 3
to 5, your child will: -solve mazes -play matching and counting
games -decorate pictures While entertaining for hours on end, these preschool activity books can also teach your child to: -practice skills like decision making -sort objects by shape and color build conﬁdence -and much more! Filled with lively illustrations of
animals, children, food, toys, vehicles, and other appealing subjects, I CAN DO THAT: STICKERS comes with adorable removable
stickers so that the activities can be enjoyed over and over again.
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early literacy
skills with this sticker book introducing over 100 essential ﬁrst
words. Organized into groups such as farm animals, toys, and
things that go, each colorful page features familiar, everyday
words and pictures, and learning becomes interactive as children
look for, ﬁnd, and match the correct stickers to the correct
spaces. A great book to help children aged three and over build
language, start word and picture association, and develop hand-eye coordination skills.
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early literacy
skills with this Cut & Paste Skills Workbook introducing 100 essential ﬁrst words. Organised into groups Vehicles Type It has 24
pages, This book is sticker for First 100 Trucks And Things That
Go sticker book Volume 3 (PT Travel). Sticker Book: Measures 8.5
x 11 inch, perfect size for kids. Preschoolers practice important
scissor use and cutting and pasting skills Colorful stickers add to
the fun Convenient, perfect size for handbag and schoolbag.
Durable cover to protect your book - Matte-Finish There are 100
amazing picture for your preschooler to discover inside This fun
activity book, not Included Glue. SCISSORS PRACTICE - Cut 'em
out, match 'em up, stick 'em on! Cut & Paste Skills Workbook for
kids provides a fun-ﬁlled introduction to important readiness
skills. Each kids workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by
teachers to promote your child's early learning success. Preschool Practice reinforce scissor skills from multiple angles and
use picture clues to increase vocabulary. It is intended for children ages 3 through 5. Organized into groups such as animals,
toys, and things that go, each page features familiar, everyday
words, and learning becomes interactive as children ﬁnd and
match the correct stickers to the correct spaces. A great book to

help children aged three and over build language, start word and
picture association, and develop hand-eye coordination skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! BOOK FEATURES 70 pages includes over 80 stickers, and a wipe-oﬀ activity
board For ages 2-4 8.25" x 11.875" portrait (top binding) Play
Smart Cutting and Pasting 2+ includes a variety of entertaining
and engaging cutting, pasting and challenges that get children
prepped for preschool! It will make your children familiar with basic scissor skills and strengthen ﬁne-motor skills. The activities
such as cutting straight line, curves and shapes as well as gluing,
stickers, mazes, counting build on helping children to become
more conﬁdent and independent as they go. What’s Play Smart
Workbooks Over 48 million Play Smart Workbooks sold worldwide.
Educational method with over 60 years of experience. Age appropriate activities: Activities are carefully developed to match the
level of speciﬁc age group. Step-by-step method: The instruction
and the activity gradually get challenging throughout the workbook. Wide variety of activities: Variety of activities from diﬀerent
approaches help children strengthen critical thinking skills and
creativity, which help them to be able to solve practical problems
on their own. It also helps keep their interest and focus. Stickers:
Uses stickers within the context of certain activities and also as
rewards for completed work to keep children motivated. 4 colors
throughout the book with variety of fun illustrations: The cute and
colorful illustrations engage children in activities. Fun illustrations
help children understand the activities without reading the instructions. Support children’s learning: “To Parents” sections explain the eﬀective ways for parents to support children’s learning.
School readiness: Children can acquire basic academic skills before entering preschool. Play Smart Series has won National Parenting Product Awards and Family Choice Award. About Gakken
Gakken is the number 1 educational publisher in Japan. Founded
in 1946 by Hideto Furuoka, the mission of Gakken has always
been to produce fun-ﬁrst, educational materials for children.
Gakken is well-known to Asian families for its bestselling workbooks. Gakken is also well-respected in academic circles - publishing popular teaching materials for preschools, kindergartens, and
primary schools. In addition to its substantial publishing business,
Gakken also runs 14,000 learning centers called “Gakken Classrooms” and operates nursery schools - all inspired by the successful formula used in their workbooks. Play Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. Created by educational experts, this award-winning Play Smart series uses Gakken’s unique
fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate activities that are
progressively more challenging, building on small achievements,
and fostering an eagerness to learn. The variety of activities
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leads to creative problem-solving skills and prepares children for
the journey of lifelong learning.
Color and Cut - Scissor Cutting, Fine Motor Skills, Hand-Eye Coordination Let's Cut Paper! This book is perfect for toddlers who are
learning how to use scissors! The book contains over 20 exercises
that help kids learn to use scissors safely. Projects include animals, Santa Claus, reindeer, snowmen, Christmas trees, holiday
decorations, elves, Christmas Day festivities & celebrations, snow
angels and much more. Cutting and Paste Skills Workbook, Preschool and Kindergarten, Ages 3 to 5,
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Fun-ﬁrst
activities—an engaging mix of mazes, matching games, picture
puzzles and more—keep kids thoroughly entertained while they
learn important, age-appropriate skills from focus and ﬁne motor
coordination to problem solving and social skills. Notes to parents
on every page oﬀer suggestions for building vocabulary and reasoning abilities as kids play their way through the book. The activities get progressively harder, helping little ones to build a sense
of conﬁdence as they progress. And more than 80 adorable stickers add to the excitement: kids choose a reward sticker after
ﬁnishing each challenge. A wipe-oﬀ activity board completes the
package.
The PAW Patrol are here to help with Reception phonics!With
over 100 stickers. Get through the ﬁrst year of school with the
PAW Patrol! Learn to recognise sounds and blend words. Ready,
get set - read!
If you want your child to learn how to use scissors and have a lot
of fun doing it, then this book is for your child! ★ The book is not
only a cutout, it is also a coloring book and a great puzzle for
your child's brain by cutting out parts and putting them together.
The book oﬀers many hours of great fun and logical thinking. ★
There, your child will ﬁnd several levels of diﬃculty, from a light
simple cut, to carving out animals, to arranging a puzzle. ★ There
are 50 pages of cutouts in the book, so your child will surely ﬁnd
something for themselves.
-Fun activity book for preschool children-Packed with puzzles to
complete, pictures to colour, drawing, over 200 stickers and
more-Encourages multiple early learning skills, including reading,
writing, ﬁne motor and hand-eye coordination-Just add crayons
for hours of fun!
Preschoolers will develop important pre-writing ﬁne-motor skills
and hand-eye coordination through cutting and pasting activities,
using puzzles, matching, and more... Scissors are basic tools for
developing ﬁne motor skills, and this book is the best way to introduce them to your child. Use this book to help your child practice
cutting with scissors as a way to improve manual dexterity. The
Book Contains: Premium matte cover design Perfectly sized at
8.5" x 11" The book contains over 50 exercises Activities sharpen
ﬁne motor skills and eye-hand coordination
Build essential skills while having fun with Home Workbooks! Now
updated with fun, colorful pages and engaging art, each book
measures 7" x 9.25" and is ﬁlled with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities, puzzles, and games. These teacher-approved books
are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and road trips!
Skills covered include hand-eye coordination, following directions,
pasting, ﬁne motor, and more! An incentive chart and 140 full-color stickers are also included to help parents or teachers track student progress. Home Workbooks are available for prekindergarten through grade 3 students, and feature titles in a wide variety of skill areas to suit any need.
Blank Sticker Book Put a SMILE on your child's face! Get this
blank sticker book and nurture your kid's hobby and creativity.
Do you have a sticker lover at home? We are glad to share with
you a great sticker book which can be a good helper for your chil-
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dren or a great personalized gift idea for your kid's. Makes a
great souvenir gift for young children! Who loves to collect all the
favorite stickers and keep in one place. Get the custom-designed
sticker book as pictured. It comes with blank pages for your kids
to have fun with their lovely sticker. This Sticker book contains
blank templates of 100 pages with 8 x 10 inch dimensions to stick
favorite stickers. This Sticker book is published by a KDP independent publisher, Paperback Paradise! Grab your copy today! Let
us know what books you loved and hated, what you're planning,
what you have, what you need? and if you have your design
ideas for future improvements and new products. Thanks for taking the time to check out our author central page, Paperback
Paradise!
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! BOOK FEATURES 70 pages includes over 50 stickers, and a wipe-oﬀ activity
board For ages 3-5 8.25" x 11.875" portrait (top binding) Play
Smart Cutting and Pasting 3+ includes a variety of entertaining
and engaging cutting, pasting and challenges that get kids
prepped for preschool! It will make your children familiar with scissor skills for preschool and strengthen ﬁne-motor skills. The activities such as cutting lines and shapes, gluing, stickers, mazes,
counting build on helping children to become more conﬁdent and
independent as they go. What’s Play Smart Workbooks Over 48
million Play Smart Workbooks sold worldwide. Educational
method with over 60 years of experience. Age appropriate activities: Activities are carefully developed to match the level of speciﬁc age group. Step-by-step method: The instruction and the activity gradually get challenging throughout the workbook. Wide
variety of activities: Variety of activities from diﬀerent approaches help children strengthen critical thinking skills and creativity,
which help them to be able to solve practical problems on their
own. It also helps keep their interest and focus. Stickers: Uses
stickers within the context of certain activities and also as rewards for completed work to keep children motivated. 4 colors
throughout the book with variety of fun illustrations: The cute and
colorful illustrations engage children in activities. Fun illustrations
help children understand the activities without reading the instructions. Support children’s learning: “To Parents” sections explain the eﬀective ways for parents to support children’s learning.
School readiness: Children can acquire basic academic skills before entering preschool. Play Smart Series has won National Parenting Product Awards and Family Choice Award. About Gakken
Gakken is the number 1 educational publisher in Japan. Founded
in 1946 by Hideto Furuoka, the mission of Gakken has always
been to produce fun-ﬁrst, educational materials for children.
Gakken is well-known to Asian families for its bestselling workbooks. Gakken is also well-respected in academic circles - publishing popular teaching materials for preschools, kindergartens, and
primary schools. In addition to its substantial publishing business,
Gakken also runs 14,000 learning centers called “Gakken Classrooms” and operates nursery schools - all inspired by the successful formula used in their workbooks. Play Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. Created by educational experts, this award-winning Play Smart series uses Gakken’s unique
fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate activities that are
progressively more challenging, building on small achievements,
and fostering an eagerness to learn. The variety of activities
leads to creative problem-solving skills and prepares children for
the journey of lifelong learning.
What’s the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Gakken’s
Play Smart workbooks and classes have been helping children
from ages 2-5 to develop important skills for more than 30 years
in Japan. Now this unique, tried-and-true creative learning system
is available in North America. Play Smart Animal Picture Puzzlers
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3+ is packed with 70 fun-ﬁrst, thoroughly engaging, animal-based activities designed to enhance ﬁne motor skills, focus,
creativity, and problem-solving. Children ages 3 and up will have
a great time playing matching games, solving mazes, tracing,
counting, and more. The activities build on one another throughout the book, helping children to become more conﬁdent and independent as they go. Notes to parents on every page provide
helpful directions for extending the learning. Plus, this unique
workbook comes with 80+ stickers which are used in certain activities, and as rewards for a job well-done.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Fun-ﬁrst
activities—an engaging mix of mazes, matching games, picture
puzzles and more—keep kids thoroughly entertained while they
hone important skills from focus and ﬁne motor coordination to
problem solving and social skills. Notes to parents on every page
oﬀer suggestions for building vocabulary and reasoning abilities
as kids play their way through the book. The activities get progressively harder, helping little ones to build a sense of conﬁdence as they progress. And more than 80 adorable stickers add
to the excitement: kids choose a reward sticker after ﬁnishing
each challenge. A wipe-oﬀ activity board completes the package.
Scissor Skills Cut & Paste Workbook for Kids: A Fun Cutting Practice Activity Book for Toddlers and Kids This book is perfect for
toddlers who are learning how to use scissors! The book contains
over 25 exercises with color paper that help kids learn to use scissors safely. Projects include animals, patters and shapes to cut
out! The Book Contains: ✓27 Page Color Interior ✓Awesome
matte cover design ✓Printed on high quality interior stock ✓Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11" Best option for Halloween, Thanksgiving
day, Christmas day gift for your kids
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What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! Created by educational experts, the award-winning Play Smart series uses
Gakken’s unique fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate
activities that are progressively more challenging, building on
small achievements, and fostering an eagerness to learn. Play
Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. The
variety of activities leads to creative problem-solving skills and
prepares children for the journey of lifelong learning. Play Smart
Numbers 3+ includes a variety of entertaining and engaging puzzles, games, and challenges that get kids prepped for preschool!
With over 501 stickers, preschoolers will love to solve mazes,
play matching and counting games, and decorate pictures in this
activity-packed workbook. Join in the fun of this third book in the
bestselling I CAN DO THAT! series. Preschoolers will be introduced to key shool-readiness skills with this play-to-learn workbook. As they ﬁnish each entertaining activity, little learners will
feel accomplished as they realize, "I can do that!" Playing with
stickers books is a marvelous way for preschool children to hone
ﬁne motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and spatial relations
while they play. With this sticker activity workbook, your child
will: solve mazes play matching games complete counting activities decorate pictures While entertaining for hours on end, these
preschool activity books can also teach your child to: practice
skills like decision making sort objects by shape and color build
conﬁdence and much more! Filled with lively illustrations of animals, children, food, toys, vehicles, and other appealing subjects,
I CAN DO THAT! STICKER HERO comes with adorable illustrated
stickers so that the activities can be enjoyed over and over again.
Gakken Publishing is the largest publisher of children's educational books in Japan. For the ﬁrst time, these sophisticated and exciting books are now available to parents, teachers, and caregivers
in the United States.

Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early literacy
skills with this Cut & Paste Skills Workbook introducing 100 essential ﬁrst words. Organised into groups Animals Type viz Terrestrial
animal, Aquatic animals, Poultry, Animals that live in the soil, Insect. It has 24 pages, This book is sticker for First 100 Animals
Sticker Book Volume 2 (PT Travel) Sticker Book: Measures 8.5 x
11 inch, perfect size for kids. Preschoolers practice important scissor use and cutting and pasting skills Colorful stickers add to the
fun Convenient, perfect size for handbag and schoolbag. Durable
cover to protect your book - Matte-Finish There are 100 amazing
picture for your preschooler to discover inside This fun activity
book, not Included Glue. SCISSORS PRACTICE - Cut 'em out,
match 'em up, stick 'em on! Cut & Paste Skills Workbook for kids
provides a fun-ﬁlled introduction to important readiness skills.
Each kids workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early learning success. Preschool Practice reinforce scissor skills from multiple angles and use picture
clues to increase vocabulary. It is intended for children ages 3
through 5. Organized into groups Animals Type, each page features familiar, everyday words, and learning becomes interactive
as children ﬁnd and match the correct stickers to the correct
spaces. A great book to help children aged three and over build
language, start word and picture association, and develop hand-eye coordination skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! Created by educational experts, the award-winning Play Smart series uses
Gakken’s unique fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate
activities that are progressively more challenging, building on
small achievements, and fostering an eagerness to learn. Play
Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. The
variety of activities leads to creative problem-solving skills and
prepares children for the journey of lifelong learning. Play Smart
Alphabet 3+ includes a variety of entertaining and engaging puzzles, games, and challenges that get kids prepped for preschool!

This book is designed for toddlers and kids ages 3+ who are learning how to use the scissors and coloring beautiful images. The
book contains over 25 exercises that help kids learn to use scissors safely. - 58 pages - Large size 8.5 by 11 inches - Your child
will love this book because it is practical and amusing. - Easy color with pencil, crayons, gel pens, coloring pencils, ﬁne liners. High quality cover glossy Buy now and guide your child to take
their ﬁrst step into the fun world of coloring!!!
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! BOOK FEATURES 70 pages includes over 80 stickers, and a wipe-oﬀ activity
board For ages 2-4 8.25" x 11.875" portrait (top binding) Play
Smart Tracing Skills 2+ includes a variety of entertaining and engaging tracing, drawing and challenges that get kids prepped for
preschool! It will make your children familiar with basic pen-control skills with crayons, pens and pencils: from straight lines to
curves, zigzags, shapes, letters and number. The activities build
on helping children to become more conﬁdent and independent
as they go. What’s Play Smart Workbooks Over 48 million Play
Smart Workbooks sold worldwide. Educational method with over
60 years of experience. Age appropriate activities: Activities are
carefully developed to match the level of speciﬁc age group.
Step-by-step method: The instruction and the activity gradually
get challenging throughout the workbook. Wide variety of activities: Variety of activities from diﬀerent approaches help children
strengthen critical thinking skills and creativity, which help them
to be able to solve practical problems on their own. It also helps
keep their interest and focus. Stickers: Uses stickers within the
context of certain activities and also as rewards for completed
work to keep children motivated. 4 colors throughout the book
with variety of fun illustrations: The cute and colorful illustrations
engage children in activities. Fun illustrations help children understand the activities without reading the instructions. Support chil-
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dren’s learning: “To Parents” sections explain the eﬀective ways
for parents to support children’s learning. School readiness: Children can acquire basic academic skills before entering preschool.
Play Smart Series has won National Parenting Product Awards,
Family Choice Award and Mom’s Choice Awards®. About Gakken
Gakken is the number 1 educational publisher in Japan. Founded
in 1946 by Hideto Furuoka, the mission of Gakken has always
been to produce fun-ﬁrst, educational materials for children.
Gakken is well-known to Asian families for its bestselling workbooks. Gakken is also well-respected in academic circles - publishing popular teaching materials for preschools, kindergartens, and
primary schools. In addition to its substantial publishing business,
Gakken also runs 14,000 learning centers called “Gakken Classrooms” and operates nursery schools - all inspired by the successful formula used in their workbooks. Play Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. Created by educational experts, this award-winning Play Smart series uses Gakken’s unique
fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate activities that are
progressively more challenging, building on small achievements,
and fostering an eagerness to learn. The variety of activities
leads to creative problem-solving skills and prepares children for
the journey of lifelong learning.
Colour'em, Cut 'em out, match 'em up, stick 'em on and tell your
story ! my ﬁrst adventure Hand Helper Workbook for kids provides a fun-ﬁlled introduction to important readiness skills. Each
kids workbook is carefully designed and all reviewed to promote
your child's early learning success. Preschool Practice Scissor
Skills has 50 pages of activities that help reinforce scissor skills
from multiple angles and use picture clues to increase vocabulary. It is intended for children ages 3 through 5. Preschool Practice Scissor Skills oﬀers a variety of about 30 cut & paste exercises that will help your child practice scissor skills and other important basics such as story order, matching, and colouring . if you
liked our products, please check edition to be added to your child
new adventures .
Ages 3 to 5 years. Loved by kids, trusted by parents, and developed by teachers, Gold Stars Early Years My BIG Workbook is a
year-round way to make learning fun. From pencil control activities to counting and matching, your child will have a blast developing skills in English and math including the alphabet, phonics,
reading, writing, addition, subtraction, writing numbers, and
more. The exercises progress through the book, which helps children grasp new concepts and strengthen existing ones. More
than 300 pages packed with activities. Colourful illustrations and
fun activities will help your child further develop and retain
learned skills. Educational and fun: Watch your child light up as
they explore this early years workbook that transforms games
theyll love into lots of learning. Your child will be learning about
developmentally appropriate subjects like ﬁrst writing, phonics,
reading, counting, early math skills, and more. Parents Tips and
Tricks: Parents will ﬁnd helpful notes in guiding each lesson and
an answer key at the back of the book.
Introducing the next book in the bestselling I CAN DO THAT! series. Preschoolers will love to solve mazes, play matching and
counting games and decorate pictures in this activity-packed
book. So many stickers and clever activities to create tons of
fun—and lots of learning! Playing with stickers books is a marvelous way for preschool children to hone ﬁne motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and spatial relations while they play. With this
sticker activity workbook for children ages 2 to 5, your child will:
solve mazes play matching and counting games decorate pictures While entertaining for hours on end, these preschool activity books can also teach your child to: practice skills like decision
making sort objects by shape and color build conﬁdence and
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much more! Filled with lively illustrations of animals, children,
food, toys, vehicles, and other appealing subjects, I CAN DO
THAT! STICKER SUPERSTAR comes with adorable illustrated stickers so that the activities can be enjoyed over and over again.
Gakken Publishing is the largest publisher of children's educational books in Japan. For the ﬁrst time, these sophisticated and exciting books are now available to parents, teachers, and caregivers
in the United States.
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Fun-ﬁrst
activities—an engaging mix of tracing, drawing, cutting and pasting, mazes and more—keep kids thoroughly entertained while
they build focus and ﬁne motor coordination. Notes to parents on
every page oﬀer suggestions for enhancing vocabulary and
problem solving skills as kids play their way through the book.
The activities get progressively harder, helping little ones to build
a sense of conﬁdence and independence as they progress. And
more than 80 adorable stickers add to the excitement: kids
choose a reward sticker after ﬁnishing each challenge. A wipe-oﬀ
activity board completes the package.
What’s the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Gakken’s
Play Smart workbooks and classes have been helping children
from ages 2-5 to develop important skills for more than 30 years
in Japan. Now this unique, tried-and-true creative learning system
is available in North America. Play Smart Vehicle Picture Puzzlers
3+ is packed with 70 fun-ﬁrst, thoroughly engaging, vehicle-based activities designed to enhance reasoning, problem-solving, and ﬁne motor skills. Children ages 3 and up will have a
great time playing matching and counting games, solving mazes,
tracing, drawing, and more. The activities build on one another
throughout the book, helping children to become more conﬁdent
and independent as they go. Notes to parents on every page provide helpful directions for extending the learning. Plus, this
unique workbook comes with 80+ stickers which are used in certain activities, and as rewards for a job well-done.
Stickers can oﬀer far more than amusement. In Math Stickers the
stickers become manipulatives, requiring a child to locate the correct sticker in order to solve the problems, creating an interactive
learning experience. Soon kids will be able to recognize that each
numeral has a unique name and shape, and each numerical symbol represents a number. This, along with counting objects, builds
important early math skills. Add colorful illustrations, games,
matching and reward stickers to the mix and a child can't help
but be engaged in this colorful world of numbers. See for yourself--engage your child in Math Readiness today. Get your child
stuck on learning!
School Zone Little Hand Helper Workbooks provide a fun-ﬁlled introduction to important readiness skills. Each workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early learning success. Cut & Paste oﬀers a variety of exercises that
will help your child practice scissor skills and other readiness basics such as story order, counting, matching, and beginning
sounds. The interesting activities with clear directions will provide
hours of educational fun for your child. Plus, the colorful award
stickers will enhance your child's learning adventure. (Ages: 3-5 |
32 Pages and 68 Stickers | Dimensions: 11x8.5in)
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Play Smart
Skill Builders 2+ is packed with 70 fun-ﬁrst, thoroughly engaging
activities designed to enhance focus and ﬁne motor skills. Children ages 2 and up will have a great time tracing, drawing, cutting and pasting, solving mazes, and more. The activities build on
one another throughout the book, helping children to become
more conﬁdent and independent as they go. Notes to parents on
every page provide helpful directions for extending the learning.
Plus, this unique workbook comes with 80+ stickers which are
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used in certain activities, and as rewards for a job well-done
The best workbooks for children's small hands My First Sticker Activity Book is for children two years old and older who are just
starting to learn. The size of the book is designed to match a
child’s developmental stage, hand size, and vision. Children can
apply stickers with ease. This book contains more than 200 colorful stickers of animals, vegetables, fruits, toys, and other things
that are recognizable to children. The activities begin with pages
designed to encourage children to freely place stickers on them.
As the pages progress, so do the activities. For example, an activity will now prompt a child to place a sticker in a speciﬁc place. Besides the sticker activities, this book includes additional activities
that use pencils and crayons to develop school readiness skills.
When your child ﬁnishes the additional activities, let them choose
a reward sticker to put on the page. Throughout the book, the
diﬃculty levels increase according to your child’s growth and development. This step-by-step method helps children expand their
ﬁne motor, concentration, and critical thinking skills. What is a My
First Activity Book? ·This series is a suitable size for children with
small hands who are just starting to learn. They can apply stickers, color, and cut with scissors with ease. ·This small size allows
children to look at each page without moving their eyes. They
can easily understand the activity and remain engaged. ·For children on the go-they can enjoy this easy-to-carry format everywhere.
The best workbooks for children's small hands My First Cutting Activity Book is for children two years old and older who are not yet
proﬁcient in using scissors. The size of the book is designed to
match a child’s developmental stage, hand size, and vision. Children can easily cut with scissors. This book contains a total of
60+ activities. It is designed to help children develop their skills
safely and eﬀectively with a more carefully calculated step-bystep learning method. The cutting steps are as follows: Level 1
Cut a short line in one cut. Level 2 Cut a long line. Level 3 Cut a
zigzag or curved line. Throughout the book, the diﬃculty levels increase according to your child’s growth and development. This
step-by-step method helps children expand their ﬁne motor skills,
concentration, and critical thinking skills. When your child ﬁnishes
each activities, let them choose a reward sticker to put on the
page. What is a My First Activity Book? ·This series is a suitable
size for children with small hands who are just starting to learn.
They can apply stickers, color, and cut with scissors with ease.
·This small size allows children to look at each page without moving their eyes. They can easily understand the activity and remain engaged. ·For children on the go-they can enjoy this easy-to-carry format everywhere.
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builds an important foundation for reading. And with this Alphabet Stickers Workbook from the Stuck on Learning ‚ series, it's all
cleverly disguised as enjoyable sticker play designed to prepare
your child for elementary school. There are also colorful reward
stickers that reward your child over and over for a job well done.
And when he or she completes the book, a full-page Certiﬁcate of
Achievement awaits. As your child traces, outlines, and works
through this workbook, he or she will be developing those essential skills needed for future success in school. Get your child stuck
on learning
Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early literacy
skills with this Cut & Paste Skills Workbook introducing 100 essential ﬁrst words. Organised into groups including Fruit and Vegetables. It has 24 pages, This book is sticker for ﬁrst 100 words for
First 100 Fruit and Vegetables Sticker Book Volume 4 (Bella Twilight) Sticker Book: Measures 8.5 x 11 inch, perfect size for kids.
Preschoolers practice important scissor use and cutting and pasting skills Colorful stickers add to the fun Convenient, perfect size
for handbag and schoolbag. Durable cover to protect your book Matte-Finish There are 100 amazing picture for your preschooler
to discover inside This fun activity book, not Included Glue. SCISSORS PRACTICE - Cut 'em out, match 'em up, stick 'em on! Cut &
Paste Skills Workbook for kids provides a fun-ﬁlled introduction to
important readiness skills. Each kids workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early
learning success. Preschool Practice reinforce scissor skills from
multiple angles and use picture clues to increase vocabulary. It is
intended for children ages 3 through 5. Organized into groups
such as animals, toys, and things that go, each page features familiar, everyday words, and learning becomes interactive as children ﬁnd and match the correct stickers to the correct spaces. A
great book to help children aged three and over build language,
start word and picture association, and develop hand-eye coordination skills.
What's the Play Smart secret? Making learning fun! Created by educational experts, the award-winning Play Smart series uses
Gakken’s unique fun-ﬁrst method of completing age-appropriate
activities that are progressively more challenging, building on
small achievements, and fostering an eagerness to learn. Play
Smart’s philosophy rewards success and builds conﬁdence. The
variety of activities leads to creative problem-solving skills and
prepares children for the journey of lifelong learning. Play Smart
Alphabet 2+ includes a variety of entertaining and engaging puzzles, games, and challenges that get kids prepped for preschool!
What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Gakken’s
Play Smart workbooks and classes have been helping children
from ages 2-5 to develop important skills for more than 30 years
in Japan. Now this unique, tried-and-true creative learning system
is available in North America. Play Smart Animal Picture Puzzlers
2+ is packed with 70 fun-ﬁrst, thoroughly engaging, animal-based activities designed to enhance ﬁne motor skills, focus,
creativity, and problem-solving. Children ages 2 and up will have
a great time playing matching games, solving mazes, tracing,
drawing, and more. The activities build on one another throughout the book, helping children to become more conﬁdent and independent as they go. Notes to parents on every page provide
helpful directions for extending the learning. Plus, this unique
workbook comes with 80+ stickers which are used in certain activities, and as rewards for a job well-done
School Zone sticker workbooks provide a fun-ﬁlled introduction to
important readiness skills. Each workbook is carefully designed
and reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early learning
success. The interesting activities, clear directions, and interactive stickers will provide hours of educational fun for your child.

What's the Play Smart secret? Learning should be fun! Fun-ﬁrst
activities—an engaging mix of drawing, number games, picture
puzzles and more—keep kids thoroughly entertained while they
build reasoning skills, vocabulary, and creativity. Notes to parents
on every page oﬀer suggestions for enhancing focus and problem
solving skills as kids play their way through the book. The activities get progressively harder, helping little ones to build a sense
of conﬁdence as they progress. And more than 80 adorable stickers add to the excitement: kids choose a reward sticker after
ﬁnishing each challenge. A wipe-oﬀ activity board completes the
package.
Now learning the ABCs is quicker with"€"stickers ‚Trace Q. Then
write Q. Then place the stickers that show the Q sound, like Quarter and Queen. Stickers are fun Especially stickers that plug into
each activity to complete the exercises and playfully help develop readiness skills. This unique method of learning teaches skills
like how to recognize and print letters, identify beginning sounds,
match pictures to words, and review alphabetical order, which
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The Get Ready for School sticker workbook introduces your child
to a variety of readiness basics through playful activities. The interesting lessons focus on counting and adding objects and money, interpreting graphs, identifying basic geometric shapes and
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patterns, understanding sequences, identifying beginning sounds,
matching and comparing, reviewing alphabetical and numerical
order, and more. Letter, number, and picture stickers enhance
your child's learning adventure. (64 pages | Ages: 4-6)
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